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The Global Equity Market--An Enforcement Perspective
Gary Lynch, Director
Division of Enforcem~nt, U.s. securities

and Exchange Commission

I. GROWTH
OFINTERNATIONAL
EQUITIES
MARKET

It is a pleasure to be here today to offer mythoughts on some
of the regulatory

and enforcement issues that have accompanied the

explosive growth of the world I s equity markets.
Myremarks today are based on two fundamental premises.
First,

the internationalization

of the equity markets has been a

posi ti ve development for the capital
investors,

accumulation process and for

and thus its growth and development should be

facilitated.

Second, equity markets will attract

extent that they are viewed as being efficient

investors

and fair.

another way, the continued success of the international
marketplace is dependent on potential
shareholders

receiving

straightforward
prosecution

Put
equity

and current

important information from issuers

and timely fashion,

positions

in a

and on the exposure and

of persons whoabuse their

customers or their
principles

investors

to the

of trust.

shareholders,

their

In myview, these two

should be the guideposts for regulation

of the world I s

markets in the late 1980I S and beyond.
Let mehighlight

somerecent trends which demonstrate the

rapid growth of the primary and secondary global equity markets.
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Euroequity offerings by American companies have amounted to $3.21
billion during'the first six months of this year compared with
$3.18 billion for all of 1985. 1/

Foreign corporations have

increased their equity financings in the u.s. from $900 million in
1985 to $1.063 billion in the first six months of the year. ~
In 1985, foreign purchases and sales of u.s. stocks totalled
$159 billion. 11

From January through June of this year, foreign

purchases and sales of U.S. stocks have already added up to $132.6
billion.

JI It can safely be assumed that the 1985 total was

exceeded during the third quarter of this year.

American investors

purchased approximately $45 billion of foreign stocks during the
first six months of 1986, approximately the same amount they
purchased during all of 1985. ~
From the u.s. perspective, there has been a rapid increase in
the establishment of mUltinational bases of operations.

u.s.

brokerage firms now have over 250 branches in 30 foreign countries,
exclusive of Canada and Mexico.

110 foreign firms currently have

branches in the u.s. Q/
As these firms expand, so does the mUltinational nature of
their business.

In April, one u.s. firm distributed $350 million

of KLM Royal Dutch Airlines equity throughout the Far East, Europe
and the u.s. 1/

In June, an investment ban~ing subsidiary of a

major Swiss bank broke new ground in the united states by serving
as either the sole or lead underwriter for fixed income securities
issued by the Allied-Signal corporation and the Transamerica
Financial Corporation. ~
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We have also been given a preview of the large block trading
transactions
financial

which will occur frequently

deregulation

takes place.

two such institutional

in London after "Big Bang"

During the past few months,

equity block trades involving

Exchange

("LSE") listed firms were executed.

American

securities

$159.9 million
transaction

of British

Petroleum

larger block trade, purchasing

securities

integration.

the major securities

a number of measures

an even

stock portfolio
Corp. 1Q/

& Communications
markets

PLC in a

of the world have

to promote their international

Six foreign firms were recently admitted to the Tokyo

Stock Exchange.

11/

29.9% ownership

in LSE member

Although

Big Bang Day will permit
or apply directly
Securities

foreign entities

markets

foreign entities

attendant

to fully own member

inter-market

trading

and the Montreal

electronic

trading

Stock Exchange

Toronto Stock Exchange

the American

established

have

specialist

firms to expose their orders on both floors for execution
Subsequently,

firms

in equity securities.

a linkage which allows Boston and Montreal

best price. l1/

to

with the LSE. 11/

are also developing

The Boston Stock Exchange

are now limited to

firms, the deregulation

for membership

linkages which permit

established

an

Approximately

firm effected

a $294.4 million

from the British Printing

undertaken

PLC stock from Guiness

away from the exchange. 2/

negotiated

Finally,

In mid-August,

firm combined with a British firm to purchase

one month later, another American

directly

London stock

Stock Exchange

at the
and the

a linkage which allows orders

for dually listed issues to be transmitted

between

the trading

5

floors. 141

On April 22, 1986, the NASD and the London stock

Exchange commenced a two year stock quotation sharing pilot
program.

151

This pilot program is expected to be the precursor

for a linkage which will be utilized to execute inter-market trades
in NASDAQ and LSE stocks. l&/
A final operational obstaole which still must be overcome for
the global equity market to flourish is the development of more
efficient clearance and settlement procedures for securities
transactions.

The economic incentives to overcome these obstacles

are so large that a rapid resolution of these problems can be
anticipated.
There are three principal factors which will continue to fuel
the growth we are observing in the global equity market.

First,

corporations have the desire to tap new sources of equity capital
and broaden their shareholder bases at the same time. l1/

Second,

the imperfect correlation between stock price movements of the
various world securities markets allows investors to reduce the
risk of their portfolios to a greater extent by diversifying
globally rather than through domestic diversification only.
Private pension fund investment managers in the U.S. have taken
advantage of this risk-reduction benefit by increasing their
international investment commitment from 0.5% of total financial
assets under management to 3.7% of their total assets during the
past six years. 18/

The third and possibly the most significant

factor contributing to the development of global equity trading is
the improvement in the technologies for the transfer of information
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and funds between markets.
real-time

19/

It is now possible

basis the price movements

of a multitude

trade in one or more markets which may be separated
miles and a number of time zones.
all the price quotations
thereafter
offering

II.

There

exchanges

is a divergence

traded stock and

execute a transaction

of the international

have predicted

in the market

exchanges.

Other commentators

market will provide
market.

integration

believe that an upstairs
framework

interdealer

for the global

Thus far, it appears that the international

with both of the separate
are establishing

trading possible.

instruments,

Several

a network of inter-connected

the structural

of the securities

making upstairs

equities market.

the

that the global trading of world class

will occur through

markets

electronic

Concurrently,

markets

passing

is proceeding

views expressed

in accordance

by the commentators.

linkages to make inter-market

international

around-the-clock

securities

firms are

in debt and equity

their orders from office to office

in

time zones.

In my view, governmental
determine

to scan

of views as to what will constitute

securities

different

of

DEVELOPMENTS

future structure

Exchanges

by thousands

the best bid or ask price.

REGULATORY

equities

on a

of stocks that

It will soon be possible

for an internationally

to instantaneously

to monitor

the market

structure

authorities

should not attempt

of the developing

to

global equities
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market.

Rather, regulators should focus their efforts upon

ensuring that their respective laws are responsive and relevant to
maintaining fairness in the evolving markets, whatever their
structure.
The glowing testimonial I have given to the recent
breakthroughs and advances in the integration of international
equity markets must be tempered by the realization that the quest
for an efficient global equity market is just beginning.

The

Commission has recently begun to examine its current disclosure
requirements with a view to facilitating if possible the public
distribution of securities by foreign companies in the united
states.
The Commission issued a concept release in February 1985
addressing the regulatory issues raised by multinational offerings
in which two approaches for facilitating such offerings were
discussed - development of a common prospectus among participating
nations and reciprocal recognition and use of home country
disclosure documents.

The united Kingdom and Canada were viewed in

the release as the most likely partners in such harmonization
efforts because of the similarity of their disclosure requirements
to those in the u.s. and because issuers from their markets have
already made frequent use of the American primary capital markets.
Of all the issues raised by multinational offerings, the most
difficult are those presented by the financial statements.
Accounting principles, aUditing standards and auditor independence
are at the heart of the united states disclosure system and should
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be central to all disclosure
factors in determining

systems.

These are areas that are key

those jurisdictions

with which a reciprocal

approach may be explored.
The Commission
a reciprocal

staff is currently

prospectus

British regulators.

approach

focus on debt offerings

prepared

disclosure

of world class issuers.

under the requirements

Extension

as well as to disclosure
of countries

statements

the applicable

aUditing

process.

Whichever

approach

is ultimately

syndication

The problems

associated

As reported

adopted,

significant

of which

disclosure

of material

contrast,

the importance

in equity offerings.

of reasons;

from a U.S. perspective

the heart of the American
capital.

for a variety

in the U.S. regulatory

of

with the recent international

particularly

information

of

it is clear that

in the press, the recent Fiat international

offering was poorly received

documents

and the soundness

of the Fiat equity issue emphasize

investors attach to disclosure,

of

and comfort

investors demand a certain minimum quantity and quality
disclosure.

will

other than the United

Kingdom and Canada will require greater familiarity
of financial

and

issues

it is likely that initial proposals

to equity offerings

with the presentation

of developing

to be explored with Canadian

Given the less difficult

raised by debt offerings,

reciprocity

in the process

the most

was the lack of

about the company

framework

equity

itself.

-- where disclosure

system -- information

clearly moves

By
is
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III. COMMISSIoN

INVESTIGATIONS

I would like to makethe major thrust of myspeech today a
discussion of the overall objectives
internationalized
international
challenges,

u. s ,

the

markets, the challenges posed by that

integration,

the steps taken to meet those

and the remaining hurdles which need to be overcomein

order to safeguard the integrity
Let mebriefly
securities

of the SECin protecting

of Americanmarkets.

describe the frameworkfor regulation

markets in the

U. s.

The securities

commission ("Commission"), established
agency responsible
these efforts

of the

and Exchange

in 1934, is the principal

for oversight of the markets.

It is assisted

in

by the various stock exchanges and the NASD,
which

the Commissionin turn regulates.
The central purpose of the securities
the disclosure

laws is to facilitate

of relevant investment information.

The Commission

does not pass upon or even express an opinion about the merits of
an investment.
securities

However,by requiring full disclosure,

the

laws insure that the pUblic has the ability

informed investment decisions.

Accordingly, the majority of

enforcement actions which the Commissioninstitutes
of false or misleading disclosure,
manipulation, insider trading,

to make

involve cases

accounting fraud, market

and misrepresentations

by brokers

and investment advisers.
Toproper!l.ypolice markets located in our jurisdiction,

it

sometimesbecomesnecessary to gain access to information located
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outside

of our territorial

boundaries.

commission extends the enforcement of
However, a person located

foreign

u.s.

information

in violation

of U.S.

from our enforcement efforts.

in a manner which is consistent

laws has been one of the greatest

challenges

with

faced by the

commission.

IV. PROBLEMS
WITHGATHERING
INFORMATION

Twolandmark cases demonstrate the approaches the Commission
has taken in gathering extraterritorial

information.

In SECv. Banca Della Svizzera Italiana,
Joe" case) , 2.Q/ certain

individuals

BancaDella Svizzera Italiana

et ale (the "st.

purchased through a Swiss Bank,

("BSI") , st. Joe Minerals Corp. ("st.

Joe") stock and options the day before the announcementof a cash
tender offer for all of st. Joe Corp. 's stock at a $14 premiumover
market value.

The Commissionrequested certain

possession of BSI pertaining

documents in the

to these transactions.

aSI refused to

release the information claiming that such a disclosure
violate

Swiss secrecy laws and subject it to civil

would

and criminal

liability.
After ascertaining
existing

that assistance

the

law extraterritorially.

abroad who trades

law on U.s. markets is not insulated
Obtaining this

This does not mean that

was not available

under any

agreements, the Commissiontook the serious and

unprecedented steps of serving a SUbpoenaon an American SUbsidiary
of BSI and seeking a court order compelling aSI to disclose

its
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customers' identities.

A federal district court jUdge granted a

Commission request ordering. BSI to disclose its customers'
identities or risk substantial sanctions, including fines of
$50,000 for each day of noncompliance and a ban on trading in u.s.
markets.

BSI obtained a waiver of the Swiss bank secrecy laws from

its customers and produced the reques.ted information.
On June J, 1986, over four years after we ascertained the
identity

or

the purchasers, a federal district court held that one

of BSI's customers, Guiseppe B. Tome, together with an Italian
business associate, had engaged in insider trading-

Approximately

$2 million of their illeqal profits bave been recovered through
BSI.
At almost the same time the SEC was seeking a court: order in
the st. Joe case, the Commission filed

SEC v. certain Unknown

Purchasers at ale (the "Santa Fe" case). 21/

In that case, the

Commission alleged that certain unknown investors purchased call
options and common stock of the santa Fe International corporation
(ItSantaFe") immediately before the armauncemen~ that Santa Fe had
agreed to merge with Kuwait Petroleum corporation.

The purchases

were made through Swiss banks :fortheir omnibus trading accounts.
In light of the St ..Joe precedent and after consultation with
the banks involved and the Swiss qa-vernl1lent, the C01ll1lti.ssion
determined to seek the identities of the unknown purchasers through
the submission of an application for assistance pursuant to the
1977 treaty on Mutual Assistance in Criminal Matters Between
switzerland and the TJ. S.

This was the first case in Which ttle
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commission sought
Switzerland

and obtained
to this

treaty.

The Commission made its

initial

March 1982.

pursuant

assistance

Thirty

months later

from the

request

and after

enormous amount of Commission resources,
released

the

identities

of the

stock

and options

Santa

Fe case was settled

$7.8 million

v.

through

in illegal

persons

the

profits

the
the

information

expenditure

in the

On February

disgorgement

26,

of

in
of an

Swiss Federal

who traded

Swiss banks.
with

for

government

Tribunal
Santa

1986, the

by defendants

and accumulated

of

interest.

COMMISSION
RESPONSES
TO INFORMATION
GATHERING
PROBLEMS

Mostly out of frustration
obstacles

presented

by foreign

gather extraterritorial

with its
secrecy

information

inability

laws and in an effort

Commission, at the urging of mypredecessor,
release

response

to these problems.

would have required

the

issued for comment a

waiver of the protection
secrecy

The release

Under that

the enactment of legislation

purchase or sale of securities
that

concept,

which

in the U.S., the

on aU. S. market would constitute
would otherwise

be afforded

a

by

laws.
was issued to elicit

the problems created
affect

to

in which he proposed the "waiver by conduct" approach as a

possible

foreign

to overcome the

more expeditiously,

the securities

by transactions

proposals
originating

markets of other nations.

provoked comment from allover

the world, nearly

for solutions
in one nation

to
that

The release
all

Fe

of which was
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Yery urifavbra~lei Three g~n@ral themes were expressed by the
commentaters.

They stated that "waiver by conduct": (1) rep-

resented an extraterriterial extension of American law to natiohals
who condubt transaetions through f~reign banks and brokars:

(2)

would be urt~ftfordeableunder most foreign la~s and therefore would
not resolve th~ conflict whish ~re~entiy e~ists; and (3) would

drive investors away from u.s. markets in favor of markets with
less regulat:ibn.
In light of the hostile reception given "waiver by conduct",
the Commission has vigorously pursued the negotiation of bilateral
information sharing agreemeh~s.

I am pleased to report that the

climate for international cooperation in enforcement matters has
warmed during the period since the proposal of the "waiver by
conduct" concept.

Mutual assistance is becoming the norm rather

than the exception.
This evolutionary development is illustratQd by the list of
international accords pertaihi~

to s~curities law vi:01ati-onswhich

have been successfully negotiateCi. 'They inciud-e mettlt)r.anda
of
understanding with the governme,nt.of switzerJ.andland with the U.K.
Department of Trade and Industry"

an lilndersta.nding
~ith the

Japanese Ministrv of Finance, treati~s with ~nad~
Islands, -and cooperative a~reements w;ith the

and the Cayman

-on'ta~it!>

~urities

Commission and the Quebec Secu~ities Commission.
Just last month, the Commission and the U.K. ,ll>apal:'tment
'of
Trade ana Indus'tq entered.

i,nto a JIem-orandu1\\ o'f UtlderBtan(;ii:ng

("MOU") whioh" 'on a 'reciprocaa ba-sis.,

~w,i.ll provi<:le ;ass.i-;s'tanee ~n
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obtaining

records

be obtained

which are in the hands of the other or which

through

the best efforts

The MOU is intended
both countries'

securities

investigations
jurisdiction

market

oversight.

assistance

market

of information

manipulation

transactions.

firms.

with

similar

The MOU is the first accord

and regulation

information

received

prosecuting

securities

and wire

fraud)

is not abused

by either

particularity.
consultations
Finally,

party.

When questions
between

at the conclusion

by the Commission

businesses.

safeguards
Requests

relating

securities

by law, all documents

will be returned

to the other authority.

to

(i.e., mail

law violation.

to ensure that assistance
must be made with

are mandated

extent permitted

to market

limited

charge

arise as to the MOU's

of the matter

which

Use of the

is generally

or to a general

the parties

businesses

the U.S. Commodity

range of matters

to an underlying

special

of the

assistance.

under the agreement
offenses

for

to the oversight

of investment

negotiated

of investment

related

The MOU provides

relating

qualifications

for a broad

involving

and misrepresentations

The MOU will provide

Commission

assistance

in matters

Specific-

The MOU also provides

in matters

and financial

Trading

available

of

for

as well as for regular

exchange

conduct

assistance

each authority's

to market

provides

enforcement

within

relating

Futures

to the MOU.

conduct

insider trading,

and brokerage

international

laws by providing

of violative

ally, the MOU makes

operational

to enhance

of the parties

can

operation,

by the agreement.

in question

not previously

and to the
made public
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The MOU establishes tbe fi~st wQ~kinq ~rr~ngementa~n9
securities

regulators

~n the U.S. ~nd the U.K.

Which bQ~

arrang~e~t

pa~ttes

to establiab a cQmprehen~ive
cooperat~Qn

~~l~t~~~

expressl¥' provides
the ne~t

see

~

It is an interim

fi~$t st~p i~ t~~ir efforts

uqqe~~tand!n9

to seoq~itt~s

~Q~

~$

z

to prpviQ~ bilateral

r@gQlatian.

InQ~ed, ~he HOU

the ~nitiation of such negotiations within

twe~v~mQn~s.

The commissio.n\a cOQPer~t~ve a~~~ment, with o.tner coun~ries
have helped tbe Commission

achiev. so_e speet~eular

~Uoc~sse$ in

enfo~cem~t actions invQlvin~ i~t~rn~tional pqrticipants
securities

lUal:kets.. In a~itiQn

cases were concluded
help

to the santA Fe: oas$, 'two other

this year "hieb i,llustt'ate.how auc;:haCjJre.ements

the conuniss.ic:m to 9:uard u...s.. ~rk~t.s

transactions

iD our

initiated

frOlll fra.Ut\ulent

offshore.

On May 12, 1986, the CQmai$s~on in~tit~ted

its larges~ insider

trading case to date a9ainst Dennis Levi~" at that ti~ a managing
directoJ; of a major V,.S. in'tes.tment banJdnq firm.
alleged

t)lat

Levine learned

o.f Q'l$r S;Q.im.pending,

transaction.s. thro.uga his e,mplQ.,yment~
through

'fh$.

Commission

~~r

an i1!1ve-;s~n1tbanker or

"tips" front a.ssQ£:ia,.tes.
at o.thf}J::. i,xw8:$'tmerdt

~inq

firms or

law firms.

.A.f'ter. learai1'l9. thist infornta-ti.on,. l\e 'btad$tl t,n. th~

securitie$

of the target c~rp0rations.

purcha~e

L&vtn~ plac~

his orders to

and sell sec.urities through the branch o~ a Swiss b~nk

located, i.n th.e. B.ahama.s..Th~ CollUltisaionha,s reeoverect nearly $16
mil.li..:lon

t~l'It

J;",evi.fte. ~d

when the. A.~t.(}~y

h.is

qo.Qfe.d.e.rat~

Ge-~eral of 1:b.e Bah~.

The,

CCl;SEt

was. ba:-oken. open

agreed tila.t the; disclosure
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of Levine's

identity by a Bahamian

bank would not violate

the law

of the Bahamas.
On August

7, 1986, the Commission

settled an enforcement
in-law, Elie Mordo.

action against Harvey Katz and his father-

The Commission

advance of the impending
son who was employed
involved

As alleged

RCA stock and options

Mordo's purchases

switzerland
thereafter

to obtain Mordo's

after receiving

firms

Katz and Mordo

this information.

illegal profits
identity.

identity of the purchaser
Katz and Mordo disgorged
in settlement

This was the first
where we learned the
of the Swiss MOU.

of approximately

of the Commission's

penalty of an additional

of

in the Swiss bank and

through the operation
their profits

The SEC

with the government

action brought by the Commission

VI. MIS PERCEPTIONS

through his

banking

in the complaint,

of Understanding

to freeze Mordo's

enforcement

of RCA corporation

were made through a Swiss bank account.

used the 1982 Memorandum

million

takeover

alleged that Katz learned in

by one of the investment

in the deal.

purchased

filed and simultaneously

$2.1

charges and Katz paid a

$2.1 million.

OF THE COMMISSION'S

OBJECTIVES

The successes that we have been achieving lately in gathering
extraterri torial information may be unfortunately
misperception

reinforcing the

that the SEC is attempting to become the global

policeman of the international

securities markets.

While we are

commi tted to assisting other nations in protecting investors from
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fraud. the 5ale focus of the Commi •• ion's investi9ative efforts is

on sU$picious conduet whioh affect.

u.S.

markets.

The intoq~tty of our ~ark.ts is thre~tened when investors
located outside ot ou~ torritorial boundaries fraudulently trade in

u.s. secu~1tiea markets Qr when issuers headquartered abroad
provide .at.~ially .ieleading tinan~ial intormation to investQrs in
our mar~.t.~

WQ nation condones fr_ud committed in any form.

However, !o~ign

see~eey and bloe~in9 lawa can be and have been

utilized to ~imultan.ously

$erv. as a ahie14 ~o obst~ct

SEC

investigation~ and as 0 award to .n~Qurage purveyors of fraud to
plunqe~ U~$. c~pit.l _arketa with impunity.
Today's global equity ma~ket oannot be desc~ibeQ as a single
unified market where the participants .re subject to the same rules
and regUlations no matter where they choo$e to distribute
securities or execute transactions.
may. one day
equity ~rk~t

C0l!18

into being.

That -.rket is an ideal which

until tha't day arriv.es, the global

will m~~e clG~ely resembl~ a quilt in which c~early

distinc~ markets are stitched t~~ther

~~

Qf b.einq f~rmed,
which are in 1t1le l':t:"OGess

vari~

While operat.inq:within

t~is framework, each mark~t Oa$ a reQipro~l
its participan~s

from b~inq ~QSed

~Q

- a high~.r st.andard for whQJ.ly dome$tic

standard fQr transactions

linkages

intere$~ in ~reventing

~_1 standarde of protection
tJfaftSa~tio1'1$a.ad a lewe-r

in which one ot the p~tioipants,

is

located ou.tside the market '.shost countrry ..
II firmly

l)elie'V:~ that

t.b.~ best l1\e~s' (f);t providimg

with t!.he_ pEo:tectiQn t-h.~y de"l;Ve. in ~l\e 'lo?ld"s

inves:t:.ors

~api1ta.lmiU'kets is
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through the negotiation

and utilization

of cooperative

These agreements minimize the necessity
litigation

and the chances that

come into conflict.
authorities

to expeditiously

for and expense of

two countries'

In addition,

agreements.

legal

systems will

they permit regulatory

gain access to information which was

previously unattainable.

VII. CONCLUSION

The Santa Fe, Levine, and Katz cases are examplesof the
excellent results

which have been achieved through increased

cooperation amonginternational

regulatory authorities.

Theworld

is becominga moredangerous place for purveyors of securities
fraud and a safer place for investors.
statutes,

Secrecy and blocking

the swords and shields that have been used to injure

investors and obstruct investigations,
for protection by securities

can no longer be relied upon

law violators.

The internationalization

which has occurred to date has

proceeded largely independent of governmental intervention.

To the

extent governmentini tiati ves have been relevant to the process, it
has been the government.s removal of impedimentswhich
unnecessarily restricted

the movementof capital

encouraged the growth that has occurred.

that has

I realize that regulators

sometimesleave the impression that they have discovered a brave
newworld of internationalization

and nowbeckon back for traders,

bankers, and investors to follow.

Thetruth is, that at least from
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where I sit, tne challenge for regulators is not to fall so far
behind th~ developments in tne WQ+ld's markets that we 9~~ not see
and addres$ prpblems wne~ they are still re~atively ~mall, before
they grow so 19rge that tneir er~ptiRn will set back 0.+ even
destroy th~ incredible growth that qas occur.ed.
I ho~~ t~at I ha~e put t~ ~~st the myt~ that vlgila~t
enforcem~nt a~Q market OV~+S~9ht will inhi~it the growth of tp,e
global e~ity. m~rke.t. Investo+ ~rotection a~d growth i~ the
trading of equitie~ ~n. a g~obql ~asis ~re not ~utu~lly. e~~lu~ive
objectives.

Thes~ objectives ~r~, in fact, in harmoay with each

other, but require the cooper~tion of g~vernments and the
investment community if they are to be attained.
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